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Make the hiring process easier and more efficient for 
everyone involved.

AI Employment Experience is designed to automate hiring 
workflows & scaling the hiring process. by Sourcing, Vetting, 
Verifying, interviewing & hiring talents

Talentspace.ai

Featured clients

About us

https://talentspace.ai/


Problem



More seamless & efficient  approach to source candidates that will 
set the rest of the recruiting process up for success

Verified Talent Pool

Access to a verified talent pool 
connecting to 45 open platforms 
and institution databases -
making discovery 10x faster

Personalized AI Search

AI search understands what you 
mean when you say any job title , also 
it understand what skills & duties to 
this job title 

Regional Talent Sourcing

Define your needs and AI will 
source the best Talents for your 
job opening from across the 
globe, in a quarter of the time

BETTER Talent Quality

Get sourcing right, and they set 
the rest of the recruiting process 
up for success ,access the 
untapped talent pools to deliver 
Quality hires 

Solution



Talentspace.ai aims to enable AI to automate the recruitment 
process and make it more scalable and logical without any bias

Top Performer hiring 

We collect and analyze the key 
measurements of Top performers 
which give you 4x productivity of 
average employees.

Recruitment automation 

Automate your Recruitment  
workflows with Artificial Intelligence 
that deliver Instantly the best to hire 
across multiple channels

Smart Scorecard 

Standardize the evaluation of 
candidates in the recruitment 
process, score candidate Abilities 
and compare the results

AI Interview scheduling

Automate interview scheduling to 
eliminate the tedious back-and-
forth coordination so you can 
book candidate interviews

Solution

▶

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsYjbmGZmB4


AI recruiting experience that understands Jobs like human Experts, Make 
Hiring decisions based on a variety of data sources that collected & analyzed

Personalized experience 

Our AI is built to understand to 
your company's employment 
needs, and think like you Think

Knowledge base

Discover unlimited linked Knowledge 
behind every occupation ,Skills, with 
over 12 languages

Talent pool 

Unlimited meaningful insights 
about your talents Data, so you 
can know your Talent power

Career development

Discover your potential / talent, 
career planning, find the hidden 
skills, and Get a your dream role

Solution

▶
Recruitment assistance

- Talent profiles enrichment  
- Documents Parser 
- Job description Generator
- Personality assessment
- Talent Knowledge Map

Career assistance

- Personalized Career planner
- Skills vetting 
- Job Market demands
- Culture fit assessment 
- Career changing counselor 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsYjbmGZmB4


How it work

Define your job opening

Tell us your job needs in simple series 
of guided questions 

Hiring the top performer  

Interact on a human level ,Now you it's 
time to offer the candidate job offer

Watch Demo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-RCpHi0PF90


Hiring Speed

Scalability

Cost

Evaluation Criteria 

Talent Pool 

Quality of candidates

Service Availability

Screening volume 

Business Comparison

Supportive Data 

Evaluators 

Talent Profile Enrichment 

System Integration

30 days

4 Jobs / monthly / Agent

Per annual salary

15 Points

Limited Talents

20% Qualified

Workdays

250 Profiles / Agent

Not available  

Recruiter

Not available 

Not available 

5 Days

50 Jobs / monthly / Agent

Flat Rates

50+ Points 

500 Million Talents

80% Qualified

24/7

500K Profiles / Agent

Video / Audio / Text and more

AI Evaluation /Recruiter /Domain Expert

360 View

Fully integration

Others



Smart and easy-to-use AI Experience to hire like Domain's Experts

Constructions 
& Real estate

🏙

Renewable& Oil 
and Gas

⚡

Professional 
services

🧠

Telecom & 
Connectivity

📶

Banking & 
financial



Information 
Technology


A Cross multiple Functions

Finance

Sales Marketing

Research & development

Governance

Production

Quality management

Distribution

OperationsCommunications

Design

Strategy

Industries



Our Core AI brain Trained to understand every parts of the job

500+M Profiles

45 + Data Sources 

94% Accuracy Rate 

87% knowledge Rate

150+ Data Points

25+M Job post 

6+M Skills mapped 

94% Duties Mapped 

87% Certification Mapped

18+M Resume Parsed

Our Technology Enabler

Encyclopedia



Built To Meet Your Company Needs At Any Scale 

Automate & scale your entire hiring 
process. With our sophisticated 
artificial intelligence technology,

Discover The Unlimited Verified 
professional profiles ,around the 
globe & invite them to your openings

Unlock the potential of your own 
talent pool, Enrich, Rediscover and 
score Talent profiles

Our Services



Everyone should have access to the best talent

Pay per selected candidates

Looking to instant vetted talented Staff 
and ready to join your team, & meet 
your market demand at any level 

Best for 
Startups ,Small to medium businesses  

Pay per Job opening 

Built For The volume hiring Employer 
Who Is Looking For a Scalable 
recruitment solution integrated with 
their infrastructure

Best for 
Medium to Large business , Volume 
Hiring

Pay per job opening

Built for our partners who want to 
Give their client Placement & 
Replacement Guarantee for 
shortlisted candidates 

Best for 
Recruitment & Employment

Pricing 



Every Product Is Designed To Solve Part Of The Employment
Puzzle.

Automate hiring workflows & 
scaling the hiring process. by 
Sourcing, Vetting, Verifying, 
interviewing & hiring talent

Built For The Candidate Who Is 
Looking For Their Dream Job, By 
Assisting Them In Job Hunting & 
Career Coaching

Our Products

For Employer And Recruiters For Job Seeker & employees 



Tell us a little about yourself and we’ll 
connect you with a Talentspace.ai expert 
who can share with you trial access to our 
product and answer any questions you 
have.

s.samara@Talentspace.ai

Book a meeting : Our calendar 

Contact Us 

Samer Samara

m.alsouqi@Talentspace.ai

Book a meeting : Our calendar 

Mohannad alsouqi

https://koalendar.com/e/meet-talentspace
https://koalendar.com/e/meet-talentspace

